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ABSTRACT
Redundancy techniques like duplication and Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR)
are widely used to design fault-tolerant systems. In this paper, for the first time, we
develop fault models for common-mode failures (CMFs) in redundant systems and
describe techniques to design redundant systems protected against the modeled CMFs.
We first develop an input-register-CMF model that targets systems with register-files.
This paper shows that, in the presence of input-register-CMFs, we can always design
duplex or TMR systems that either produce correct outputs or indicate error situations
when incorrect outputs are produced. This property ensures data-integrity and is called
the fault-secure property. Next, we extend the input-register-CMF model to consider
systems where the storage elements of the registers are not organized in register-files;
instead, the register flip-flops are placed using conventional CAD programs. For this
case, we modify our previous technique to synthesize redundant systems that are faultsecure against the extended input-register-CMFs. Our results show that redundant
systems obtained using our technique require comparable or less area than conventional
redundant systems that are not protected against CMFs.
Keywords: Redundancy, Common-mode failures, On-line Testing, Fault Model, Data
Integrity, Synthesis
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1. INTRODUCTION
Redundancy techniques like duplication and Triple Modular Redundancy (TMR) are
often used for designing fault-tolerant systems. Triple-Modular-Redundancy (TMR)
[Von Neumann 56] is an example of a hardware redundancy scheme that enables us to
achieve high reliability through fault-masking. In a TMR system, we replicate three
copies of a particular module and the outputs of all the modules are connected to a voter.
Such a technique produces correct results as long as two modules function correctly (i.e.,
only one of the three modules can fail). There is a vast literature on different hardware
redundancy techniques and reliability modeling for systems incorporating these
redundancy techniques [Trivedi 82].

Module 1

Module 2

Module 3

Voter

Figure 1.1. Classical triple-modular redundancy

The classical reliability expressions for redundant systems are optimistic because they
do not consider common-mode failures. Lala observed that we must pay attention to the
problem of common-mode failures (CMFs) [Lala 93]. CMFs result from failures that
affect more than one module of the redundant system at the same time, generally due to a
common cause. They may be design faults or operational faults; may be externally
caused (such as EMI and radiation) or internal. However, in the literature, there is no
fault-model available for CMFs although it has been pointed out that analysis techniques
that include CMFs have very little causal relationship with the actual causes of CMFs.
This impedes progress in the analysis and design of redundant systems in the presence of
common-mode failures.
Our main contributions in this paper are the following. For the first time, we have
developed real quantitative fault models for common-mode failures. We have also
developed techniques to protect redundant systems against the modeled CMFs.
Section 2 introduces TMR systems with modified voter design compared to bit-wise
voters used in conventional TMR systems. These voters are useful especially in the
context of CMFs. In Sec. 3 we develop a common-mode fault model called input-
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register-CMF for redundant systems containing register-based designs. This fault model
mainly targets systems where the registers are organized in register-files. Section 4 uses
an example to explain our technique to design TMR systems protected against modeled
CMFs. We formulate our technique as a Boolean Satisfiability Problem in Sec. 5. In
Sec. 6 we design TMR systems providing guarantee that, in the presence of modeled
CMFs, they produce correct outputs or indicate erroneous situations when incorrect
outputs are produced. This property ensures that data integrity is maintained in the
systems and is called the fault-secure property in the fault-tolerance literature. Section 7
extends the input-register-CMF model to consider systems where the register flip-flops
are not organized in register-files and modifies our earlier technique to design redundant
systems protected against the modeled CMFs. In Sec. 8, we present simulation results.
Finally, we provide summary and conclusions in Sec. 9.
2. TMR SYSTEMS WITH MULTIPLE OUTPUTS

Module 1

Y1
Voter

Y2

Y

Y3
Module 2
Z1
Z2
Module 3

Z3

Voter

Z

Figure 2.1. A conventional TMR system for multi-output circuits

In TMR systems, majority voting is normally performed on a bit-by-bit basis
[Siewiorek 92]. For a module with n output lines, the TMR implementation has three
modules and n single-bit voters. Figure 2.1 shows the implementation of such a TMR
system with two outputs.
Table 2.1. Illustration of a TMR system with bit-by-voting
Module Fault-free Outputs Faulty Outputs
1
01
10
2
01
11
3
01
01

Consider the following example. Suppose that we have a TMR system where
each module has two outputs. Due to the presence of a fault in Module 1, in response to
a particular input combination, the module produces an output combination 10 instead of
01. Similarly, due to the presence of a fault in Module 2, the output combination
obtained from it is 11. Finally, suppose that Module 3 is working correctly and produces
4

the expected output 01. This is shown in Table 2.1. With bit-wise voting, the voter
corresponding to the first output produces a 1 and the one corresponding to the second
output produces a 1. Thus, we have 11 at the system output. However, if we consider the
output vector from each module, we find that the output vectors from all the three
modules are different. The output vectors from the first, second and third modules are
10, 11 and 01, respectively. This can be treated as an erroneous state for a voter (which
works on a majority voting principle) because, no two output vectors are equal. On the
basis of this observation, we can modify the classical voter design by adding some extra
circuitry that detects this error condition and produces an error signal. The details of the
voter design can be obtained from [Mitra 00]. For the rest of the paper, we will use TMR
systems with the modified voter as shown in Fig. 2.2.

Module 1

Y1
Z1

Module 2

Y2
Z2
Y3

Module 3

Y
Modified
Voter

Z
ERROR

Z3

Figure 2.3. A TMR system with the modified voter design of Fig. 2.2.

3. INPUT-REGISTER-CMF MODEL
As mentioned in Sec. 1, a common-mode failure (CMF) affects more than one
module of a redundant system at the same time, generally due to a common-cause.
Consider a redundant system (duplex or TMR) where there are separate input registers
associated with each module. In such a system, let us consider the class of failures, in the
presence of which, the same bit positions in two or three of these input registers get stuck
at the same value. In classical redundant systems, these failures will have identical
effects on all the implementations and will go undetected producing incorrect outputs.
Thus, these failures are possible CMF candidates. We call these CMFs Input-RegisterCommon-Mode-Failures and the corresponding fault model as the Input-Register-CMF
Model (IR-CMF). This fault model includes transient faults from radiation upsets and
permanent faults that result from permanent system interference caused by the
operational environment. In a space environment, radiation damage can be a source of
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common-mode faults. It was shown in [Reed 97] that radiation sources cause multipleevent upsets in sequential elements (e.g. flip-flops) of a design. Experimental results in
[Liden 94] show that, in a radiation environment, 98% of the bit errors in sequential
elements are caused by particles directly hitting these elements, and only 2% are caused
by transients in combinational logic. It has been shown in the literature that upsets from
radiation sources can be modeled as bit-flips or bit-stuck-at faults [Choi 93][Rimen 94].
Bit 0

Bit 1

S1

S1

S1

S2

S2

S2

S3

S3

S3

Module 1

n

Bit m-1

Module 2

Module 3

n

n

Voter

n

ERROR

OUT

Figure 3.1. A system architecture with register files

Consider the TMR system shown in Fig. 3.1. The system architecture is such that
where the registers are organized in a register file like the organization of RAM cells.
The three input registers under consideration are S 1, S2 and S3. The storage elements in a
register file are organized in an array structure. This architecture of register organization
is common in many VLSI designs including microprocessors and ASICs like network
switches and graphics chips. The register-file in Fig. 3.1 has three readout ports.
Let us suppose that the storage elements in a row correspond to the different bit
positions of a register. In such a system, a single source of radiation can cause upsets in
adjacent storage elements. If the affected storage elements belong to a particular row,
then the TMR system is protected (since only one of the modules has corrupt inputs).
However, if the adjacent storage elements belong to a particular column, then identical
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bit positions of two or more input registers are affected by the radiation source. These
CMFs cannot be detected in conventional TMR systems even using our modified voter
design. It may be argued that if the registers producing inputs for the TMR system are
physically placed far enough in the register-file, then the chances of upsets in two
registers of the TMR system are low. However, it may not be possible to control the
actual choice of the registers if compilers do not have the knowledge about the relative
physical locations of the different registers.
It has been noted in the literature that design faults constitute a dominant source
of CMFs in redundant systems [Lala 94]. As an example of a design fault, suppose that
due to design faults, a bit-column of a register file produces very weak signals
corresponding to a particular logic value. Such a design fault can manifest itself as a
stuck-at fault in the same bit positions of multiple input registers.
Note that, while the focus of this paper is on bit-stuck-at-faults, our techniques
can be extended for bit-flips. In the next section, with the help of an example, we
describe our technique to detect the input-register-CMFs. For duplex systems, our
technique stores the actual input values in the input register of one of the modules and the
complemented input values in the input register of the other module. For TMR systems,
our technique stores the actual input values in the input register of the first module, the
complemented input values in the input register of the second module and a
transformation of the input values in the input register of the third module.
3. AN EXAMPLE
X
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Figure 4.1. Conventional TMR (a) A multi-output circuit (b) TMR implementation

Let us consider a simple combinational logic circuit, N, with three inputs x, y and
z and two outputs. The two output functions are f1 = xy′ + yz and f2 = xy′ + yz′. The logic
diagram is shown in Fig. 4.1(a). For duplex systems, we can make the system faultsecure against input-register-CMFs by storing the actual input values in the register of
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one of the modules and storing the complemented input values in the input register of the
other module. Thus, for input-register-CMFs, design of duplex systems is simple; the
design of TMR systems is more challenging.
Figure 4.1(b) shows a TMR system for the logic function of Fig. 4.1a. We have
three 3-bit registers A, B and C. We have three copies of the original circuit N. The first
copy of N gets its inputs from the 3 bits of register A; i.e., A 1 stores values corresponding
to X, A 2 stores Y values and A3 stores Z values. The same scenario holds for registers B
and C. The common-mode faults involving the first bit position are {A1/1, B 1/1}, {A 1/1,
C1/1}, {A1/1, B 1/1, C1/1}, {B1/1, C1/1}, {A 1/0, B1/0}, {A1/0, B1/0, C1/0}, etc. These
common-mode faults that affect a single bit position of two or more input registers are
called single-bit input-register CMFs.
Table 4.1 Truth tables (a) Network N (b) Network N1 (c) Network N2
(a)
(b)
(c)
A 1 A 2 A 3 f1 f 2
B 1 B 2 B 3 f1 f 2
C1 C2 C3 f1 f 2
000
00
000
10
000
00
001
00
001
01
001
11
010
01
010
11
010
00
011
10
011
11
011
11
100
11
100
10
100
01
101
11
101
01
101
01
110
01
110
00
110
10
111
10
111
00
111
10
X

Y
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Z
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Y
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N1

N

N2

2
2

2

Modified Voter
2

Error

Figure 4.2. TMR implementation of the circuit of Fig. 4(a) using our new technique

Consider the TMR system of Fig. 4.2. Note that, the three registers A, B and C
contain different values. The first bit of register A stores the value of variable X, the
second bit stores Y’s and the third bit stores Z’s. The first, second and third bits of
register B store values corresponding to X′, Y′ and Z ′, respectively. Network N1 may be
implemented as a dual of the original network N [McCluskey 86], instead of replicating
N and adding inverters at the inputs. This can possibly help in protecting the system
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against common-mode failures affecting the leads inside the implemented networks,
instead of only the network inputs. For register C, the first bit stores Y’s, the second bit
stores Z’s and the third bit stores X’s.
The networks are implemented in such a way that for a particular combination of
X, Y and Z, all the three networks produce the same outputs. When X = 1, Y = 0 and Z =
0, all the three networks produce 11. The system architecture may be such that, for
example, the second module will have complemented inputs and will produce
complemented outputs. In that case, the voter design can be changed to incorporate this
architectural requirement. Note that the input register of the third module contains a
rotated version of the content of the input register of the first module. Hence, network N2
can be implemented with the same number of logic gates as network N. The truth tables
of N, N1 and N2 are shown in Table 4.1(a), 4.1(b) and 4.1(c), respectively.
We analyze the behavior of the TMR system of Fig. 4.2 in the presence of
common-mode faults. For example, consider the common-mode fault {A1/1, B1/1,
C1/1}. If we apply X = 0, Y = 0 and Z = 1, the network N sees 101 (since A1 is stuck at
1) at its inputs and produces f 1 = 1 and f2 = 1. The network N1 sees 110 at its inputs and
produces 00 at its output. Network N2 sees 110 at its input (because C1 is stuck at 1 and
X = 0, Y = 0 and Z = 1) and produces 10 at its output. Thus, when X = 0, Y = 0 and Z =
1, the three modules produce three different vectors at their outputs. This is an erroneous
situation for the voter (as explained in Sec. 2) and hence, the ERROR signal is turned on
by the voter. Hence, we can detect the common-mode fault under consideration. In a
similar way, it can be shown that other common-mode faults can be detected by the TMR
system in Fig. 4.2. The system is fault-secure against the modeled IR-CMFs. It may be
argued whether {A 1/1, C 3/1} should also be called a common-mode fault. For the initial
part of this paper, we are not going to consider it as an IR-CMF. However, later in this
paper, we will present a technique to handle these cases too. Thus, our goal is to find
suitable transformations for arbitrary functions, such that TMR systems are protected
against input-register-CMFs. In the next section, we will describe a technique to solve
this problem.
5. A TECHNIQUE BASED ON BOOLEAN SATISFIABILITY
As explained in the previous section, we want to find a transformation for the
contents of the input register of the third module of a TMR system in order to protect it
against IR-CMFs. In this section we describe a technique to achieve this goal. For the
ease of explanation, we will describe our technique to design TMR systems that are selftesting against input-register-CMFs. The self-testing property ensures that for every
common-mode fault, there exists at least one input combination of X, Y and Z for which
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the fault will be detected (the error signal will be produced by the voter). We can easily
extend the technique to consider the fault-secure property.
We assume that we are given the truth table for an n input logic circuit with m (m
> 1) output functions. Let us suppose that the n inputs are x1, x 2, ..., xn. As explained in
Sec. 4, we assume that in the TMR system, there will be one module N implementing the
actual logic function with inputs x1, ..., x n. There will be another module N 1 with inputs
x1′, x2′, ..., xn′. The truth table for N1 can be directly obtained from that of N in the
following way. If an input combination of x1, ..., x n in N produces an output combination
y1, ..., y m, then an input combination x1′, x2′, ..., x n′ produces the output combination y 1,
..., ym in N1. This is because, the inputs of module N1 are obtained by inverting the
inputs of module N. With this choice of N and N1, we can make sure that any single IRCMF involving the input registers of N and N 1, will produce incorrect outputs for N or
N1, but not for both at the same time.
For the third module N2, we want to find a transformation function T such that,
for each input-register-CMF, there exists at least one input combination that will result in
turning on the ERROR output of the modified voter. For the present discussion, we will
assume that T is a bijection. This means that for every input combination for the module
N, there exists one and only one input combination for the module N2 in the TMR
system. This problem can be formulated as a Boolean Satisfiability problem [Gary 79].
Note that, it is not necessary that T should always be a bijection. We will discuss this
further in Sec. 7. In this section, we explain the types of constraints generated with the
help of an example. The actual Boolean Satisfiability model is reported in Appendix A.1.
Once we generate the constraints, standard Boolean Satisfiability Solvers [Ashar
91][Zhang 93] can be used to solve the Boolean Satisfiability problem.
Table 5.1 An example truth table
xyz
f1 f 2
000
00
001
00
010
01
011
10
100
11
101
11
110
01
111
10

Table 5.2 An example transformation T
Input
T(Input)
a=000
000
b=001
010
c=010
100
d=011
110
e=100
001
f=101
011
g=110
101
h=111
111

Consider the example in Table 5.1. Let us consider an IR-CMF due to which, the
first bit (bit 1) of all the input registers are stuck at 1. Let us name the eight input
combinations in the following way: a = 000, b = 001, c = 010, d = 011, e = 100, f = 101,
g = 110 and h = 111. Consider the input combination a (000). Since the first bit of all
the input registers is stuck at 1, network N has 100 at its inputs and produces output
10

vector 11 instead of 00. The second module produces 00. In the fault-free case, the third
module has T(a) at its inputs. Now, c = 010 is an input combination that produces an
output vector 01 that is different from 00 or 11. If T(a) + 100 = T(c), then the third
module will produce 01 and this common-mode fault will be detected by the voter (i.e.,
the ERROR signal will be turned on). Here, "+" means a bitwise-OR operation. This
constraint says, that the encoding of a and c must differ only in the first bit and the
encoding of a should have a 0 on the first bit and that of c should have a 1. Similarly,
other constraints that are generated are: T(a) + 100 = T(d), T(a) + 100 = T(g) and T( a) +
100 = T(h). At least one of the above constraints must be satisfied in order to detect the
CMF. Consider the transformation function T shown in Table 5.2.
It is obvious, that the T transformation is a bijection. Since T(000) = 000 and
T(010) = 100, T(a) + 100 = T(c) is satisfied. Thus, we make sure that if the first bit of
the input registers of module 1, module 2 and module 3 are stuck-at 1 due to the presence
of a CMF, an error will be reported by the system. It can be shown that with the
transformation in Table 5.2, all other input-register-CMFs can be detected.
6. LOGIC FUNCTION AND TRANSFORMATION CHARACTERIZATION
In this section, we first characterize the class of functions for which the technique
of Sec. 5 can be applied to find transformations for the inputs to the third module, so that
all single IR-CMFs are detected. We present a set of theorems (without proofs for
brevity).
Theorem 1: For any multi-output logic function with n inputs, producing at least n+5
distinct output combinations, we can always find a transformation T such that every
single input-register-CMF can be detected.
Table 6.1. An example to illustrate the bound in Theorem 2
abcd
f1 f 2 f 3 f 4
0000
0110
0001
0100
0010
1001
0011
0111
1100
0101
1101
1000
1110
1101
1010
1010
others
0000

For example, consider a logic function with 4 input variables and 9 output vectors,
as shown in Table 6.1. Thus, the bound in Theorem 1 is satisfied.
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Table 6.2. The MCNC benchmark circuits that satisfy the bound in Theorem 1
Circuit Name
# Inputs
# Outputs
Z5xp1
7
10
apex1
45
45
apex3
54
50
apex4
9
19
cps
24
109
ex1010
10
10
ex5
8
63
inc
7
9
misex3c
14
14
pdc
16
40
spla
16
46
squar5
5
8
table3
14
14
table5
17
15

We considered the combinational logic functions from the MCNC benchmark
suite to find which of them satisfy the bound given in Theorem 1. For the circuits with
don’t cares in the outputs, we fixed the don’t cares to 0s for the ease of experimentation.
Table 6.2 shows the circuits that satisfy the bound in Theorem 1. Some MCNC logic
functions (around 10) did not satisfy the bound in Theorem 1 because of the following
reasons. We fixed all the don’t cares in the outputs to 0’s. Also, some of these logic
functions produce mainly one-hot outputs (all output combinations have no 1 or only one
1 and rest 0s).
This shows that for designing TMR systems for these logic functions, we can use
our technique in order to make the system is self-testing against input-register-CMFs. It
can be proved Theorem 1 also holds for datapath circuits like adders, multipliers, etc.
In Sec. 5 we presented a formulation of the problem of finding a suitable
transformation T for the inputs of the third module in a TMR system such that all single
input-register-CMFs are detected. However, for practical purposes, proving the existence
of such a transformation function is not enough. It is obvious that the logic complexity of
the third module is dependent on the transformation chosen. Thus, depending on the
function being implemented, we want to choose a good transformation function such that
the complexity of the logic implementing the third module does not blow up. This means
that, for the Boolean Satisfiability Problem used to model the problem of finding a
transformation T, we have to consider all possible satisfying transformations and choose
the one that leads to the minimum logic implementation. However, there is an inherent
difficulty in solving such a problem for circuits with a large number of inputs. This is
because, the time complexity of the Satisfiability problem is exponential in the number of
variables. Thus, it is important to consider some restricted transformations and examine
the class of functions for which these transformations can be applied.
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First, we characterize the left rotation transformation. By a left rotation
transformation, we mean that the content of the input register of the third module is
obtained by a left rotation of that of the input register of the first module. For example,
suppose that the input register of the first module contains values of the variables x, y and
z in the first, second and third bit positions, respectively. If the input register of the third
module contains values corresponding to y, z and x in its first, second and third bit
positions, respectively, then we have a left rotation transformation. Note that, this
transformation does not have any effect on the logic complexity of the network
corresponding to the third module. Next, we show that by adding at most two extra
output bits, any TMR system can be made fault-secure against input-register-CMFs if we
use this transformation.
Theorem 2: Any function with an even number (n) of input bits can be made fault-secure
with respect to the input-register-CMFs, by adding a maximum of one extra output bit, if
we apply the left rotation transformation for the third module. The function
corresponding to the extra output bit is x2 ⊕ x 4 ⊕ x6 ⊕ ... ⊕ xn where xi’s are the input
bits.
For example, consider a network N implementing any arbitrary logic function
with n = 4 inputs, x1, x 2, x 3 and x4. We add another output function g = x 2 ⊕ x 4 to N.
Consider a TMR system where the input registers of the first and the second modules
contain the true and complemented values of the variables, respectively, while the input
register of the third module contains variable values under a left rotation transformation.
Let us consider an input-register CMF such that the first bits of the input registers of
module 1 and module 3 are stuck at 1. The first bit position of the input register of
module 1 contains the x1 value, while that of the third module contains x 2 value.
Consider any input combination with x 1 = 0 and x2 = 0. The g output of the first module
is x4. However, the g output of the third module is x 4′. Hence, the output vectors from
the first and the third modules can never match and the two modules affected by the CMF
can never produce the same output vector. Similar case happens for other input-register
CMFs. Thus, either the TMR produces correct outputs or generates the ERROR signal
when an incorrect output vector is produced.
Theorem 3: A function with an odd number (n) of input bits can be made fault-secure
with respect to the common-mode faults, by adding a maximum of two extra output bits,
if we apply the left rotation transformation for the third module. The function
corresponding to the extra output bit can be x1 ⊕ x3 ⊕ x5 ⊕ ... ⊕ xn. The second output
function can be equal to x1 or xn.
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7. REDUNDANCY AND EXTENDED INPUT-REGISTER-CMF MODEL
In this section, we extend the input-register-CMF model of Sec. 3. For simplicity
and space constraints, we explain our technique to design duplex systems that are faultsecure against the extended input-register-CMFs. However, the whole discussion can be
extended for TMR systems.
Under the extended fault model, we relax the constraint that only the
corresponding bit-positions of the input registers can be stuck. For example, under the
extended IR-CMF model, the second bit position of the input register of the first module
and the fifth bit position of the input register of the second module can be stuck at the
same time. The rationale behind this is that, the model of Sec. 3 mainly targets systems
where the registers are organized in register files according to the RAM model.
However, this may not be true for registers in many ASICs that are synthesized, placed
and routed using conventional CAD tools. In this case, a radiation source can cause
multiple upsets in different bit positions of multiple registers depending on the physical
proximities of the storage elements of the different registers. This information is not
usually available during the design phase. Also, it may be impractical to generate layouts
on the basis of vulnerability to radiation upsets. This is because, area and performance of
the final chip is strongly dependent on its layout. Moreover, even for register-file-based
designs, the actual adjacencies of the different bit-positions of the registers in the layoutlevel may be different from the logical view of the register-file (Fig. 3.1). Hence, during
the design phase we must guarantee that the system is fault-secure against these extended
input-register-CMFs.
Table 7.1. An example logic function
abc
f1 f 2
000
00
001
00
010
01
011
10
100
11
101
11
110
01
111
10

Consider the example logic function of Table 7.1. Suppose we want to design a
duplex system for this logic function. Let us call the two modules of the duplex system
N1 and N2. The first module (N 1) of the duplex system is obtained by normal synthesis
of the function — its input register contains the values of a, b and c in the three flip-flops.
For the second module, we want to find a good transformation T of the inputs of the logic
function. The outputs of the network implementing the transformation T will be
connected to the input register of the second module. Finally, the second module will
14

take inputs from its input register and produce outputs. The scheme is depicted in Fig.
7.1. The transform T can be specified in the following way. For each combination i of a,
b and c, transformation T produces a particular symbolic output X i. The actual value of
Xi, in terms of 1s and 0s, depends on the logic function implemented by T. Table 7.2(a)
shows the specification of T.
a

b

c

Transformation
T

Register

Network N2
2
Outputs

Figure 7.1. The basic scheme for the third module

If we examine Table 7.1, we find that input combinations 000 and 001 produce
the same output vector (00). Hence, the transformation T can produce the same output
(and hence, the same output symbol) in response to input combinations 000 and 001.
Two output symbols X i and Xj in the specification of T (Table 7.2(a) here) are equivalent
if and only if input combinations i and j produce the same output vector in the truth table
of the logic function to be implemented (Table 7.1 here).
Table 7.2. Transformation T (a) No equivalence (b) Equivalence (c) Specification of N2
(a)
(b)
(c)
Inputs
Output
Inputs
Output
Input
Output
abc
Symbols
abc
Symbols
Z1
00
000
X0
000
Z1
Z2
01
001
X1
001
Z1
Z3
10
010
X2
010
Z2
Z4
11
011
X3
011
Z3
100
X4
100
Z4
101
X5
101
Z4
110
X6
110
Z2
111
X7
111
Z3

For Table 7.2(a), we find that X0 and X 1 are equivalent. Hence, we replace them
by the symbol Z1 in Table 7.2(b). Similarly, X2 and X 6 are equivalent and are replaced
by the symbol Z2. Equivalent symbols X3 and X 7 are replaced by the symbol Z 3; and, X4
and X5 by Z4 in Table 7.2(b). Note that, minimizing the number of output symbols
through equivalence does not always generate the minimum logic, as has been observed
in [Hartmanis 62]. The problem is analogous to the state minimization problem in logic
synthesis.
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Finding the transformation T is equivalent to encoding the Zi's of Table 7.2(b)
using 1s and 0s in the presence of some constraints that will make the duplex system
fault-secure or self-testing with respect to the extended input-register-CMFs. The
problem can be modeled as a constrained output encoding problem for the specification
in Table 7.2(b). In the next paragraph, we discuss about the constraints to be satisfied.

Fault-free
Faulty: Bit 1
stuck-at 1

Module 1
Input
Output of
Combination First Module
000
00 = N2 (Z1 )
100
11 = N2 (Z4 )

Module 2
Input
combination
Fault-free
T(000) = Z1
Faulty: (Any
Anything
single bit stuck)
except Z4

Output of third
module
N2 (Z1 )
Anything
except N2 (Z4 )

Figure 7.2. Illustration of the generation of distance constraints

Let us consider an extended IR-CMF, due to which, the first bit of the input
register of the first module is stuck-at 1 and any arbitrary bit of the input register of the
second module is stuck at a particular value. When input combination 000 is applied, the
first module has 100 at its input and produces 11 (Table 7.1). For a fault-secure system,
we want that the second module must not produce 11. Thus, for the second module (N2),
the code corresponding to Z1 must not get changed to the code of Z4 due to the presence
of a single stuck-at fault at any bit position of the input register of the third module. This
can be written as a distance constraint: d(Z1, Z 4) > 1. Here, d(Z1, Z 4) is the notation for
the distance between Z1 and Z4. This is illustrated in Figure 7.2. The algorithm for
generating the distance constraints is shown below.
Algorithm: Generate Distance Constraints
For each CMF
For each input combination i
Suppose i changes to input combination j in the presence of the CMF
If Zi = Zj no distance constraint generated
else Distance constraint d(Z i, Zj) > 1 is generated

For our current example, the distance constraints generated are: d(Z1, Z2) > 1,
d(Z1, Z3) > 1, d(Z1, Z4) > 1, d(Z 2, Z3) > 1 and d(Z2, Z4) > 1. The existence of an
encoding satisfying all the constraints is always guaranteed by using an extra parity bit.
The constrained output encoding can be accomplished by modifying some exact
[Devadas 91] or heuristic encoding techniques [Lin 90]. Table 7.3 shows an encoding for
the symbols in Table 7.2(b) that satisfies all these distance constraints.
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Table 7.3. Codes for fault-secure duplex system
Symbol
c1 c2 c3
Z1
001
Z2
010
Z3
111
Z4
100

Table 7.4. The final truth table for N2
c1 c2 c3 o 1 o 2 o 3
000
--1
001
000
010
010
011
--1
100
110
101
--1
110
--1
111
100

Table 7.5. Encoding for self-testing duplex system
Symbol
c1 c2
Z1
00
Z2
01
Z3
10
Z4
11

In Table 7.3, we have used 3 bits to encode four symbols. However, there are 8
possible binary combinations with the 3 bits — there are 4 don't care combinations. We
must ensure that the fault-secure property does not get violated because of these don't
cares. For example, suppose we apply input combination 000 to the system. The register
corresponding to the second module should contain 001. Consider a CMF, as a result of
which the first bits of the input registers of the two modules are stuck-at 1. In response to
input combination 000, the first module sees 100 at its inputs and produces output 11.
Network N 2 sees 101 at its input. However, 101 is a don't care combination. We must
ensure that N2 does not produce 11 in response to 101.
In general, since d(Z1, Z2) > 1, d(Z1, Z3) > 1, d(Z1, Z4) > 1 had to be satisfied
while performing output encoding, network N 2 must not produce 11, 01 or 10 in response
to any combination of c1, c 2 and c 3 at a distance 1 from the code of Z1. 101 is such an
input combination which is at unit distance from 001, the code of Z 1. However, 101 is at
unit distance from the code of Z 4 (100) and since d(Z4, Z1) > 1, network N2 must not
produce 00 in response to 101. Hence, we need an extra output combination. Since there
are two output bits, there can be a maximum of 4 output vectors. So we need an extra
output bit. We can perform similar computations for the remaining don’t care
combinations. The truth table of N2 is shown in Table 7.4.
Note that, for this particular example, we did not have enough choices for the
output vectors that the don’t care combinations on the input variables should produce. It
is not necessarily true that we always have to add an extra output bit. In that case, we
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can use a Boolean relation technique [De Micheli 94] to solve the problem of assigning
output vectors to the don’t care combinations on input variables.
However, if we want to make the above system self-testing, instead of faultsecure, with respect to the extended input-register CMFs, we are less constrained so far as
the distance constraints are concerned. In that case, can perform the encoding as shown
in Table 7.5. Note that, for the self-testing property, we can accomplish the encoding
using only two bits (instead of three bits required to achieve the fault-secure property).
Since we have four symbols to be encoded and we use only two bits, we do not have to
worry about the don’t care combinations. The logic complexity is lower for achieving
the self-testing property compared to the fault-secure property. The flow chart for the
encoding technique to generate a fault-secure or self-testing duplex system is shown in
Fig. 7.2.

Truth
Table

Assign Symbols
Find distance
constraints

Find
equivalent
symbols
(Optional)

Solve
encoding
problem

Handle
don’t care
combinations

End

Figure 7.3. The flow chart for the technique

As shown in Fig. 7.3, given the truth table, we assign symbols corresponding to
each input combination and find the distance constraints to make the final duplex system
fault-secure or self-testing with respect to the CMFs. Next, we can find the equivalent
symbols and reduce the number of symbols to be encoded. This step is optional since it
may not be true that minimizing the number of symbols always minimizes the complexity
of the resulting logic. Next we solve the encoding problem. If there are some don’t care
combinations that arise due to the number of encoding bits, we need to assign output
vectors to these don’t care input combinations, as discussed earlier in this section, so that
the distance constraints are not violated. Our discussions in this section can be easily
extended for TMR systems protected against extended input-register CMFs.
8. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we present simulation results. We applied the technique described
in Sec. 7 to some duplex systems for MCNC benchmark functions. For solving the
encoding problem, shown in the flow chart of Fig. 7.2, we modified JEDI [Lin 90], an
existing FSM state encoding tool, to incorporate the distance constraints that are
generated by our technique. For simplicity, we allowed equivalent input combinations
(i.e., input combinations which produce the same output vector) to have the same code.
We performed encoding with two different objectives:
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1. Perform encoding in order to make the duplex system fault-secure with respect to the
extended input-register-CMFs.
2. Perform encoding in order to make the duplex system self-testing with respect to the
extended input-register-CMFs.
For synthesizing the logic circuits, we used the Sis tool [Sentovich 92]. For
technology mapping purposes, we used the LSI Logic G10p library [LSI 96]. In Table
8.1, for each benchmark, we present a comparison of the areas of conventional duplex
systems obtained through direct replication and the systems synthesized using our
technique presented in Sec. 7.
Circuit
#
#
Name
Inputs Outputs
example1
15
9
c17
5
2
clip
9
5
misex1
8
3

Table 8.1. Area Comparison
Normal Duplex Fault-Secure Duplex
Area
Area % Overhead
500
480
-4
80
107
33
846
1002
18
340
307
-10

Self-testing Duplex
Area % Overhead
428
-14
92
15
752
-11
284
-16

It may be noted, that for some of the cases (with negative overheads), the duplex
systems which provide protection against the extended input-register CMFs consume
lesser area than a conventional duplex systems with two replicated modules. In our
experiments, we generated the transformation T first. Then, on the basis of the encoding,
we generated the logic network N2. However, an interesting problem will be to find good
encodings that simultaneously optimize the encoding logic and the logic producing the
final outputs and satisfy the given constraints for building fault-secure or self-testing
duplex systems. This is a new encoding problem in logic synthesis.
9. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
It is a well-known fact that redundant systems are prone to common-mode
failures. This paper shows, for the first time, that it is possible to develop fault-models
for common-mode failures (CMFs) in redundant systems. The CMF models provide new
opportunities to design redundant systems so that data-integrity is maintained during
system operation in the presence of the modeled CMFs. This paper also presents one
such design technique. Our simulation results demonstrate that redundant systems
designed using our technique require comparable or less area than conventional
redundant systems that are not protected against CMFs. Moreover, our design technique
gives rise to new and very interesting problems that may prove to be extremely useful for
logic synthesis.
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APPENDIX
A.1. FINDING TRANSFORMATIONS USING BOOLEAN SATISFIABILITY
In this section, we explain the technique of finding suitable transformations for
self-testability of TMR systems against input-register-CMFs (Sec. 5) in details. By
module N, we will refer to the first module of the logic circuit — true values of the input
variables (X, Y, Z, etc.) are applied to the inputs of module N. By module N 1, we mean
the second module to whose inputs complemented values (X′, Y′, Z′, etc.) are applied.
For the third module (N2), we apply a transformed version of the input to module N, the
transformation function being T. We assume that T is a bijection. Here we will describe
a technique to find T using Boolean Satisfiability.
Since the module N has n inputs, there are 2n possible input combinations for N.
Consider an input combination m. Let m i denote the ith bit of m. Let us suppose that the
first bit of m is 0; i.e., m1 = 0. If we assume a common-mode fault f which results in a
stuck-at 1 fault in the first-bit of all the three input registers, then due the presence of f,
network N will see an input combination q which has a 1 in the first bit and the remaining
bits of q are the same as the corresponding bits of m. We can write q = m + 100...0,
where ‘+’ means a bit-wise OR operation. Since N1 sees complemented input values and
the first bit in the complement of m is 1, N1 will produce the correct output vector v1.
Now, if N produces the correct output vector v1 in response to q, then we will get
a correct vector at the system output. But if N produces an incorrect output vector v2 in
response to q, then we want that N 2 should either produce the correct output vector or it
should produce an incorrect output vector different from the one produced by N. Note
that, N2 sees the combination T(m) + 100...0 at its input, where T is the transformation
function that we want to determine. Let r is an input combination, in response to which
N produces an output vector v3 , v3 ≠ v1, v3 ≠ v2. If the following relation holds, then we
will be able to detect the CMF under consideration.
T(m) + 100...0 = T(r).
This means that T(r) and T(m) should differ only in the first bit. The above
relationship can be looked upon as a constraint that the transformation T should satisfy.
We can call this constraint C1, 1, 31, m, r. The first 1 in the subscript means that we are
considering a common-mode fault of type stuck-at 1. The remaining two symbols in the
subscript means that modules 1 and 3 produce wrong output vectors and module 2
produces the correct output vector. The 1 in the superscript indicates the bit position and
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m and r have been defined before. To write the constraint, we introduce n2n boolean
variables wi, j (1 ≤ i ≤ 2n, 1 ≤ j ≤ n). Here wi, j is a boolean variable representing the jth
bit of T(i). The constraint is:
(~wm, 1 ∧ w r, 1 ∧ (w m, 2 ≡ w r, 2) ∧ ... ∧ (w m, n ≡ w r, n))

In the above formula, ≡ stands for equality which can be expresed as XNOR
operation. The above formula says that the first bit of T(m) and T(r) should be 0 and 1,
respectively. Also, T(m) and T(r) must differ only in the first bit position. Note that, if
m1 = 1, then also we can write a similar constraint because, in that case module N 1 will
be affected.
Now we consider the constraints generated by a common-mode fault of type
stuck-at 0. Consider a common-mode fault f which results in a stuck-at 0 fault in the
first-bit of all the three input registers. Let us suppose that we apply an input
combination m, where m1 = 1. Due the presence of f, network N will see an input
combination q which has a 0 in the first bit and the remaining bits of q are the same as the
corresponding bits of m. Hence, q = m & 011...1, where ‘&’ means a bitwise AND
operation. The input of N1 is not going to be changed due to the presence of this
common-mode fault — N 1 will produce the correct output vector v1. Now, if N produces
the correct output vector v1 in response to q, then we will get a correct vector at the
system output. But if N produces an incorrect output vector v2 in response to q, then we
want that N2 should either produce the correct output vector or it should produce an
incorrect output vector different from the one produced by N. Note that, N 2 sees the
combination T(m) & 011...1 at its input, where T is the transformation function that we
want to determine. If r is an input combination, in response to which N produces an
output vector v3 , v3 ≠ v1, v3 ≠ v2, then we may want the following relation to hold.
T(m) & 011...1 = T(r).
We call this constraint C 0, 1, 31, m, r. The subscript 0 means that we are
considering a common-mode fault of type stuck-at 0. The constraint C 0, 1, 31, m, r is:
(wm, 1 ∧ ~wr, 1 ∧ (wm, 2 ≡ w r, 2) ∧ ... ∧ (wm, n ≡ w r, n))
We present Algorithm 1, which generates the set of constraints which the
transform T must satisfy in order to detect a given CMF.
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Algorithm 1
Input: A CMF involving biti, where bit i ‘s of any pair of input registers are stuck-at j
Truth table of combinational network N
Output: A constraint, which when satisfied, detects the fault
Steps:
1. For each input combination (m)
2.
Let N produce output vector v1 in response to m
3.
Find q which differs from m only in bit position i
3.
If N produces output vector v1 in response to q then continue
4.
Let N produce output vector v2 in response to m
5.
For each input combination (r)
6.
Let N produce an output vector v3 in response to r
7.
If (v 1 = v3 ) or (v2 = v3 ) continue
8.
If mi = j, generate constraint Cj, 2, 3i, m, r else generate Cj, 1, 3i, m, r
9. Constraint Cj, 1, 3i is the OR of all the Cj, 1, 3i, m, r ‘s generated
10. Constraint Cj, 2, 3i is the OR of all the Cj, 2, 3i, m, r ‘s generated

Once we generate the constraints according to Algorithm 1, we perform AND-ing
of all the constraints C j, 1, 3i and Cj, 2, 3i where j = 0, 1 and i = 1, ..., n, where n is the
number of input bits. The resulting constraint is called detectability constraint.
However, we need another set of constraints which ensure that the transformation T is a
bijection. These constraints are called D i, j, i ≠ j, which stands for the distinctness
constraint between input combinations T(i) and T(j). Di, j can be written as follows:
(~(wi, 1 ≡ w j, 1) ∨ ~(wi, 2 ≡w j, 2) ∨ ... ∨ ~(wi, n ≡w j, n))
The constraint Di, j tells us that T(i) and T(j) must differ in at least one bit. This
is needed because we assumed that T is one-to-one. The conjunction of all these
distinctness constraints and the detectability constraint gives the final formula that we
have to satisfy. Note that, the way the above constraints are generated, any CMF
affecting input registers of module 1 and module 3 or input registers of module 2 and
module 3 will be detected. Also note that a single-bit CMF affecting the input registers
of module 1 and module 2 will be tolerated.
Table A.1.1. An example logic function
xyz
f1 f 2
000
00
001
00
010
01
011
10
100
11
101
11
110
01
111
10
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Now, we explain the constraint generation algorithm with the help an example.
Consider the logic function shown in Table A.1.1.
Let us name the eight input combinations in the following way: a = 000, b = 001,
c = 010, d = 011, e = 100, f = 101, g = 110 and h = 111. Consider the common-mode
fault which results in a stuck-at 1 fault in the first bit (bit 1) position of the input registers.
Now, we apply Algorithm 1 in order to obtain the constraints. Consider the input
combination a (000). Since a1 = 0, q = 100. Network N (the first module) produces
output vector v1 = 00 in response to a (000) and vector v2 = 11 in response to q (100).
Now, c = 010 is an input combination that produces an output vector v3 = 01 that is
different from 00 or 11. Hence, we generate the constraint C 1, 1, 31, a, c = (~wa, 1 ∧ wc, 1
∧ (wa, 2 ≡ wc, 2) ∧ (wa, 3 ≡ wc, 3 )). Input combination g = 110 produces output vector 01
that is different from 00 and 11. So we also generate the constraint C1, 1, 3 1, a, g = (~wa,
1 ∧ wg, 1 ∧ (wa, 2 ≡ wg, 2 ) ∧ (wa, 3 ≡ wg, 3 )). In a similar way, we generate constraints C1,
1, 3 1, a, d and C1, 1, 31, a, h. Now, if we consider the input combination 001 (b), we find
that N produces output vector v1 = 00 in response to b. Now, q = 101. In response to q
(101), the network N produces output vector v2 = 11. Hence, we generate constraints C1,
1, 3 1, b, c, C 1, 1, 31, b, g , C1, 1, 3 1, b, d and C 1, 1, 31, b, h . All these constraints correspond to
the detection of a CMF of type stuck-at 1, affecting the first bit position of the input
registers of module 1 and 3. No constraint is generated for input combination c (010),
because network N produces the same output vector for input combinations 010 and 110.
Similarly, no constraint will be produced for input combination d (011). Next consider
the input combination e = 100. In this case, q is 000 since it differs from 100 only in the
first bit. For input combinations 100 and 000, network N produces output vectors 11 (v1)
and 00 (v2), respectively. Now, we generate the following constraints: C 1, 2, 3 1, e, c, C1, 2,
31, e, g, C 1, 2, 31, e, d and C 1, 2, 31, e, h. These constraints correspond to the detection of a
CMF of type stuck-at 1, affecting the first bit position of the input registers of module 2
and 3. Note that, the CMF of type stuck-at 1, affecting the first bit position of the input
registers of all the three modules is automatically covered. Similar constraints are
generated for the remaining input combinations.
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